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Event name: FINSPARK -2023

Date and time: Saturday, March 11, 2023, 9.30am to 10.30 am

Targeted audience: I Semester MBA students Batch 2022-24

Resource Person: Prof. Roopa Balavenu

Venue: Department of MBA Class-513

Event Coordinator: Prof. Roopa Balavenu

Finspark was a website based quiz activity where the students of 1st year MBA played a game of
quiz which was designed to boost their knowledge in the field of finance and was a mirror to
their knowledge in finance. Questions relating to current affairs related to finance were asked to
the students.

Blooket is a web-based quiz game platform for group competition. Blooket joins an
expanding group of game show platforms for the classroom.Once students have created an
account all they need to do is input the game ID for the game or homework their teacher asked
them to complete, add their nickname/icon, and get started! Students can access Blooket on
their own and play online games with their favorite modes in a variety of subjects, a new
take on trivia and review games!

The way it works is that a teacher/host picks a question set and a unique game mode. Then, we
generate a code that players can use to join the game on their own devices. After the game starts,
players will answer questions to help them win. That's where the fun starts, because we offer a
variety of games to keep students engaged and excited!

There also was a game being played alongside the quiz where the players could steal others
points and earn points based on their swiftness .
eLearning is a very popular method of attaining knowledge, the use of which has increased
manifold in recent times. eLearning is a structured course that is delivered through an electronic
medium. eLearning comprises various content types. One of the forms through which learning
can be done is quizzes.

Online quizzes are a fun way of assessing your knowledge. Various platforms conduct online
quizzes related to several subjects and verticals. Quizzing is always engaging for anyone,
irrespective of their age. It is an engaging way to gain knowledge. Therefore, quizzes must be
included in the assessment schedule of every student. This article will discuss the reasons why
students should go for online quizzing.



Quizzes have always been an interesting way to share and test your knowledge. Online quizzes
do the same task in a bit different way. Read on to know the top 10 reasons you should be ready
to take on online quizzes.

Assess your knowledge
Quick results
Lighter on the stress side
Motivating
Accurate timers
Re-attempting is possible
Better knowledge retention
Track the knowledge base
The convenience of taking up quizzes
Pocket-friendly and eco-friendly

Snapshots of the Event:



The students actively participated in the event and made it a grand success. The winners of the
event are :

Finance Club Coordinator HOD-MBA Principal/ Director
Prof.Roopa Balavenu Dr. Shekar H S Dr. K Rama Narasimha


